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SURVIVAL OF THE KINDEST: 

Lindsay Clarke - Imagining the World into Being

‘Maximilian Kolbe, the one sentence which he uttered, which has survived, in his 
writings, and which is absolutely crucial, is only love creates. And I think that is 
such a powerful a true sentence, whether if it's a work of literature, a work of art, 
or work of music, what's really creating it is the artists love for what they're 
doing. It's love, which is the creative force.' 

In this episode of Survival of the Kindest Julian talks to Whitbread Prize winning author 
Lindsay Clarke. Julian and Lindsay have been friends for a number of years, and Lindsay 
is the  co-author of their book The Compassion Project. 

As his own website explains ‘Lindsay’s working life has been devoted to his two principal 
passions, writing and education. In both contexts he has tried to put the power of the 
creative imagination – in both its inventive and compassionate aspects – into the service of 
the radical evolution of consciousness, which he believes is seeking to happen in these 
transitional times.’

Lin’s commitment to the compassionate imagination, his generosity of spirit and kindness 
is evident in all the work he has done throughout his extraordinary career. Julian and Lin 
meander through topics such as Lin’s time educating people around the world, his brushes 
with neo-colonialism, and how he came to understand and commit himself to the 
transformative power of stories. 
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TRANSCRIPTION
Speakers: Dr Julian Abel

Lindsay Clarke

Intro  
Welcome to Survival of the Kindest. Each week, your host, Dr. Julian Abel talks to his 
guests about their life, their work, and the role that the presence and absence of 
compassion has played. Join in the conversation by emailing us at 
compassion.pod@gmail.com on Twitter or Instagram at sotk_pod.

Julian  00:00

On this episode of survival of the kindness podcast, I'm delighted to welcome Lynn Clark. 
Lin is a Whitbread prize winning novelist, and is a master craftsman in his art. He was 
therefore an ideal choice as a co author for the compassion project. But it wasn't just his 
writing skills that made him a great co author. Lin is an amazingly kind person. This 
comes across in the podcast, as he describes his origins, his background, his initial 
interest in teaching, and then the dedication of his life to writing, telling stories, which 
hopefully inspire us all to be kinder, and more compassionate. Hello, Lin, how are you?


Lindsay  00:54

Hello, Julian, I'm fine. How about yourself?


Julian  00:57

Yeah, pretty good. Thanks. So this is a great that you've agreed to be on the podcast, 
Survival of the Kindest. And what we're, we're going to talk about as we normally do a 
whole range of subjects. But one of our central focuses is compassion in literature and 
compassion in your work. But before we get going on that, would you mind just giving us 
a background on your potted life story? where you've come from how have you arrived at 
this point? Where you've had this interest in, in compassion in one way or another?


Lindsay  01:33

How many days have we got? 
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Julian  01:34

Yeah, well just a few.


Lindsay  01:37

Okay, I suppose my story as a writer begins when I'm very small, and my dad is away at 
the war and he exists to be for me is nothing more than blue airmail letters which come to 
my mother, and which she reads aloud to me. So somewhere in my infantile mind I'm 
picking up the idea that words have the magical power of making things happen in my 
imagination, which are introducing me to my father, whom I haven't seen for a very long 
time, and who I always forgot what he looks like. 


	 Beyond that, my mother went out one day when I was bit older, to Woolworths and 
came back with a copy of Grimm's fairy tales, which I devoured when I read them, 
because they opened the door on a magical enchanted world, which is very different from 
the dirty industrial landscape of Halifax, where I grew when I was growing up, that 
seemed to correspond to something rather important inside myself, which came alive and 
active. 


	 Each time I read those stories. And they were stories, fundamentally, I suppose, 
about compassion, and the absence of compassion stories, which people have been 
telling one another in Europe for centuries, and which had survived precisely because 
they touch in imaginative ways, on the big issues which underpin human experience, one 
of which is the necessity for compassion, as a proper way of people to relate to one 
another, the disastrous things that happen, if compassion is withheld, and the 
transformative things which can happen when compassion is deployed.


Julian  03:12

Was that a conscious thing that you recognised at the time? Or is it on reflection,


Lindsay  03:18

Of course, I didn't recognise it at the time. That was what was going on. When I think 
about it now, that is how I understand why I was excited about what was going on there. 
But this was entirely intuitive, I just loved the stories, wonderful stories, entered my 
imagination, and I felt more alive for having read them than I did before I read them. So 
they only developed only developed into this form of, well I suppose you might call 
intellectual understanding of, what was going on much later, as a student of literature, 



when I began to realise how great works of literature were very sophisticated ways of 
exploring the same issues in ways which enlarged my sense of life and its possibilities, 
and activated my own sensibility in ways which made my power, the capacity of 
compassion, more active element in my own life than it had been before. When I came to 
be a writer, this was one of the elements that I was trying to cultivate in my own work.


Julian  04:19

And how did that continue through school into university did did those stories feed your 
interest in literature, which then went on to... 


Lindsay  04:28

It began in school, it began as a student of advanced level English literature, but it went 
on to be developed into much more coherent form, much more widely educated form, at 
university when I was, when literature the subject I was studying there. There, at 
Cambridge, it was studied in a highly intellectual manner, which I had to struggle to keep 
up with and do my best to take part in somewhat at the expense of bearing imagination 
because it shifted the whole focus away from creativity and compassion, to a kind of 
critical skepticism about the skill and nature of the work that had been done by authors 
who are far greater than I was, and left me with the feeling that oh, my God, if I a little 
twerp like me can be writing critical essays about Shakespeare and others, what possible 
chances of my ever being able to write anything that anybody else is going to pay serious 
attention to. So it actually had a negative effect on my capacity to deploy my own 
imagination in writing. And it took me a good 20 years to recover from that in order to 
become a writer myself.


Julian  05:36

And what did you do after you left university?


Lindsay  05:39

I did what many people who've gone hoping to become writers did, and realised they 
weren't going to make it, or thought they weren't going to make it and became a teacher 
instead. I went from Cambridge to teaching a class of kids in Dagenham I was a supply 
teacher there in a rough school in the east of London, Dagenham where I actually enjoyed 
the year quite a lot. It was great being with these young people. But I realised to what 
degree that there was a gulf between the person who I had been as a working class lad 
and the person who had become an educated graduate of Cambridge. And the 



interesting problem was how to bridge that, in finding ways of communicating well with 
these young people. 


	 I was doing this while waiting to take up an appointment at a school in newly 
independent Ghana, where for three years, I worked as Senior Master in a school, which 
was situated six miles outside a small town 200 miles up country from the capital, Accra. 
In a Glade which had been cut into the forest is the location for the school, and into which 
were crammed round about 300 pupils, the youngest of whom was 11, the oldest of 
whom was somewhere in his 40s. It was a co educational, a boarding school. And I had 
to find ways of using my own education to try and further theirs. It was there that I first I 
was told a story which set the seed of an idea for a novel, which I finally wrote many years 
later, and became my first novel Sunday Whiteman.


Julian  07:19

And how well prepared were you for your, with your education and English literature, 
being transposed into a completely different culture? What What were the differences? 
And what were the themes that that are universally human?


Lindsay  07:38

Well, one of the interesting things was that gradually, the longer I was there, the more I 
realised that I was working on fundamentally racist assumptions. The basic assumption 
was to be educated these young Africans had to learn to think the way I thought, to talk 
the way I talked, to value the books, experiences and culture that I thought were 
important, and that a civilised human being ought to have access to all this at the 
expense of their own indigenous native culture. Virtually what the educational system was 
saying, guys, if you want to be fully human, you have to think like I do, and talk like I do. 
And that was a pretty horrendous realisation when it finally dawned on me that 
unconsciously, I was acting in a racist manner, because the system within which I was 
working in teaching was fundamentally racist in its assumptions. I did love working with 
the people there. I loved their whole sense of life, and I learned more from them as i 
suspect in the long run, than they learn from me, including how to dance.


Julian  08:44

That's a really valuable skill, and sadly, not one I possess.




Lindsay  08:50

Very limited,  I can't ballroom dance, but African dancing, highlife, was the one loosened 
up my body and allowed me to realise that it moved rather more subtly and rhythmically 
than I had previously done when I've been walking round, or dancing around a ballroom 
holding a girl as if I was holding an ironing board.


Julian  09:13

It's a great image. Did you change your teaching style as a consequence of the 
realisations that he had?


Lindsay 09:22

It was very difficult to do so because there was an agenda, there was a curriculum they 
had to get to. They were working towards examinations from the Oxford and Cambridge 
examination board, and they had to be prepared to answer the kind of questions that 
were going to get posed to them by that board, if they wanted first at O-Levels, and then 
their A-Levels. So we were all contracted into a system, which was very remote in many 
ways, from the immediate realities that they were growing up with in a new country 
seeking to assert its own identity in a non aligned way, which could cope with the 
demands of the modern world, would have a different and one hoped, a more optimistic 
perspective. To them, that was currently the case in cold war Europe.


Julian  10:03

And so what did you do after you returned from Ghana,


Lindsay  10:07

I came back, took up a post in further education in Yarmouth, the idea being to within the 
norms of the British education system, to try to refund to the working class, some of the 
some of the education that I had gained from my experience of university. So I was 
working with builders, motor vehicle mechanics, hairdressers, Clark's from banks, a 
whole range of people who are doing vocational subjects in further education, and 
attempting to widen their horizons, through the use of the creative imagination in relation 
to language and literature. I went on from Yarmouth, to a higher post at Norwich City 
College where I was made responsible for organising a series of courses in what was then 
called liberal studies or general studies, designed to widen the educational horizons of 
people in the college on vocational courses. And worked at that for three years, until I 
finally realised that everything I was trying to do, was being trumped by the nature of the 



of the system in which I was trying to do it. And I, I got out of it before it drove me 
completely, contradictions drove me completely crazy.


Julian  11:28

And what was what was next for you?


Lindsay  11:31

What was next was a brief but dramatic period of breakdown, which coincided with the 
simultaneous collapse of my first marriage, and of my masculine ego. And as a result of 
that, my whole view of the world changed dramatically. And I knew through the nature of 
the process I'd undergone in that transformation, where, for a time, I just for time, and 
only for a time, it was as if the ego itself had just given up the struggle, I just evacuated 
the ego, the ego left, and in the space that was left by it, entered the sense of the whole 
flow of life and the world of the natural world. 


	 I was living in the country, at that time, I had a relationship to the universe around 
me, which was far more open, far more flexible, far more responsive than the type than 
the management system by which I'd been trying, through the ego, to manage my life 
before. And I just knew that, although it was difficult to understand quite what had 
happened, I had to find a way of doing so. And to look for a language, images, which 
would allow me to communicate it and express it in ways which might be comprehensible 
to other people. So what I had done was found the raw materials of what would become 
the novels, which I eventually had to write, which were in various ways, attempts to 
articulate the meaning and value of that transformative experience which I personally had 
undergone, and which it altered my whole sense of myself and the world in which I lived.


Julian  13:12

And why did you, you know, sorry, to ask the blindingly obvious, but why? Why did you 
want to communicate that what did you feel was valuable about the experiences that you 
had?


Lindsay  13:24

I could see, I'd seen around me, people like myself, the teachers in the system, all of 
them struggling with, and again, many of them struggling with and against the system, 
that of life, the view of life, which was imposed upon them by the career structure, which 
was their only way of making a living in the world, which is their way of making a living in 



the world. And it just was, I knew that the profound discontent and dissatisfaction, which I 
can see at work in them, which I had experienced for myself. And so there was a sense in 
which what had happen to me, had opened my eyes to a different way of being alive, that 
the one that my generation was largely contracted into. 


	 And it felt better, it felt larger, it felt more compassionate, it felt more connected 
with the vitality of life. And with that came the desire to express and share that 
experience, not as any kind of Guru figure. Because I didn't have the kind of desire, let 
alone the wisdom, you know, to do that kind of thing. But to begin to tell stories, which 
opened up perspectives on the kind of things that are now illuminated, inwardly and 
outwardly, my own sense of the larger value of life. I'm sorry, this is all very vague, and I 
was hadn't anticipated that we will be getting into talking about all this. 


Julian  14:45

I like it. 


Lindsay  14:46

I've been tried to think fast on my feet, with these decelerated wits of an eighty-one old 
man looking back at something that happened a very long time ago. And I doubt it was 
very articulate, but


Julian  14:57

What do you mean?! It was, it's great Lin. Always articulate and poetic.


Lindsay  15:03

If anyone is interested in this, a more coherent form of it will be found in various essays in 
my collection of essays, Green Man Dreaming, and so that if what I'm saying isn't clear or 
isn't convincing, people are interested in it, they might like to read some of those essays 
where they will get a clearer picture of it all. 


Julian  15:20

And I've read it, and it's great. So I thoroughly recommend people buying it. And it's great 
to delve into and some really fabulous essays in there. What were their sources of 
inspiration that you went to? Were they different from the ones that you'd looked at in 
your childhood?




Lindsay  15:40

Yes, so we now had, by that time, a whole body of the study of literature behind me, the 
study of mythology. I'd read quite widely in the works of Jung because his investigations 
into his own process of breakdown, back in 1913, before the First World War had led him 
into a study of dream imagery, and its relationship to the images of alchemy, which he 
discovered in the works of people written centuries before. And these, the kind of imagery 
that I discovered there seem to correlate in important ways to aspects of my own 
experience. And it was primarily my own dreams, that became the principal source of 
inspiration for what I had to write. 


	 Sunday Whiteman, my first novel was based on an experience that I had in Africa 
at that time, which was not from dream life, though somewhat everything that happened 
in African felt vaguely dreamlike. But that was based on a teacher who’d been moving up 
and down the coast of West Africa for some number of years teaching from one country 
after another, who was a fundamentalist Christian and used to listen to Ghana Ted 
Armstrong talking about fundamentalist Christianity on the radio. 


	 And one day, we had, I had a discussion where I suggested to him that the 
northern hemisphere had some degree of responsibility for the state in which the southern 
hemisphere found itself and ought to be actively concerned with working to give that up, 
and he absolutely denied that. He thought that simply wasn't the case at all. And I said 
well, good lord, you're a Christian, why not? I mean, think about, you think about the 
parable of the Good Samaritan, you know, if you saw someone in the street suffering, you 
wouldn't just walk past them with you, would you feel some sort of obligation, you know, 
to be to do something about it instead? He said No, no, not at all. In fact, when I was in 
Nigeria, and the house across from where I was living, a woman was thrown out in the 
street, because she was a witch, and everybody, nobody knew what to do with her. And 
so she was left there until she died. And every day I had to go back. You know, walk  past 
her, it was an unpleasant experience. And but what could I do about it? What was it I 
could possibly do about it? So I did nothing. And eventually she died in the Square, and it 
was cleared up. 


	 And I was so horrified by this story that he sort of planted itself in my mind. And it 
became the basis of my first novel Sunday Whiteman, which is basically a study in the 
development of compassion. Asking myself, okay, suppose I've been in that situation, 
what would I have done about it? Would have brought this aged, black, publicly mad 
woman to live with me in my house? Possibly not? You know, I mean, all kinds of very 
difficult questions that was posed by it. And the novel was an attempt to explore those 
issues, intellectually and emotionally, in dramatic form, as well as I could. The later novels 



came from a different source as I say, which was my dream life. And there were two or 
three very significant dreams, which formed the basis for the whole curriculum of work of 
ideas that I've explored in my novels. Since that time.


Julian  18:51

We'll come back to that. And I know that you have two other major sources of inspiration, 
one being the Greek myth and the other that Romantic poets and where where do they fit 
in? Is a Greek myth drawn from the work of Jung or it's a separate it's separate interest 
for you?


Lindsay  19:10

Well they are all profoundly interrelated. The myths are the big stories by which we as a 
species, have tried to answer questions which are otherwise unanswerable questions like, 
why am I here? What am I meant to do? Which Gods Should I serve? What will become 
of me? What happens to me after I die? What are the values by which I should live? And 
this is where mythology has fascinated me because the answers that it gives to those 
questions are not intellectual, conceptual answers. They are dramatised through story in 
ways which activate the imagination and make us feelingly alive to all those issues, as 
crucial issues in the creation and living of our own lives and the understanding and 
integration of simulation of our own experience. So that's it. 


	 The rule of mythology in my life and Romantic poets, they're key, because they are 
the ones who truly understand, make us understand the full complexity of what the 
imagination is. If one takes the words of Coleridge for example, he says, 'imagination is 
the prime agent of human perception'. What he's saying is the first way we see and take 
in the world is through the imagination. William Blake said, 'the imagination is not a state, 
it is the human existence itself'. What they were saying was, we are in fact, imagining the 
world into being all the time. And we do this in the form of stories, the stories we tell 
ourselves the stories to which we choose to give credence. 


	 And in contemporary terms, this matters because as James Hillman the archetype 
of psychology says, the way we imagined our lives is the way we're going to go on living 
our lives. And it's this role of the imagination as the powerful creator of our experience, 
the way we convert boring events, into experiences which have meaning and value 
through the imagination, is how we actually make the world in which we live, and we 
make the our own personal world, and how as a community, we make the larger world in 
which we live. So everything depends on how we use our imagination, in order to create 
the reality we are going to inhabit. 




	 And the imagination has two aspects, one of which is poetic inventive, you were 
free to make up whatever story we like. But the other aspect of the imagination is this 
ethical, or compassionate side, that capacity that we have to apprehend reality, as it 
might be, from the point of view of those other than ourselves, those whose experience 
differs from ours, to understand that to really try to inhabit it through the imagination, and 
therefore relate to it more completely and more sensitively, because we have undergone 
that active, compassionate imagination of trying to feel with them, for them about their 
lives. And to reach our own lives to their reality as well as our own. 


	 Many people think about the imagination as maybe a kind of on off button, as 
something that you have or don't have, and that it's not amenable to use or practical 
value. So how do you how do you see imagination in the context of it not being fixed, and 
being put into good use? Well, this is part of the problem that people tend to assume that 
imagination is like some sort of commodity that we're gonna either have too much of or 
not enough of. And it's a very limited understanding of the fact that we are imagining 
people or whatever I mean, anybody who is listening to this, or watching you or watching 
me, would be, all the time they'll be imagining for themselves. What kind of person this is, 
it will be building an imaginative picture inside themselves. And relating to that, because 
all they have is that what is internalised through their imagination. 


	 In the same way, we're doing this with our own experience all the time, whether we 
know it or not, we are trying to bring into negotiation, what our senses tell us of what is 
going on in the outside world, the world beyond us into creative illusion, with the 
thoughts, feelings, ideas, dreams, perspectives, both conscious and unconscious, which 
are arising from us internally, it's a way of bringing our internal world into relation to the 
external world. And in the place where those two coincide, that's the house of 
imagination. That's how we create the reality in which we live. Ted Hughes has a brilliant 
quote about this. 


He says, 


"The real problem comes from the fact that the outer world and inner world are 
interdependent at every moment, we are simply the locus of their collision, and 
whether we like it or not, our life is what we are able to make of that condition. So 
what we need is a faculty that embraces both worlds simultaneously, a vision which 
pays equal respect to both sides. This really is imagination. This is the faculty we 
mean when we talk about the imagination of great artists, the character of great 
works is exactly this, that in them, the full presence of the inner world combines 
with and is reconciled to the full presence of the outer world. And in them, we see 



that the laws of these two worlds are not contradictory at all. They are all one 
inclusive system. That we can grasp that then you begin to understand that's just 
what the range of imagination truly is." 

Julian  25:00

How can we put that to good use, and what's the benefits of putting it to good use?


Lindsay  25:06

I mean, now we do it by living more imaginatively this is how we put it, we keep our 
senses alert to what is going on around us, we pay careful attention to it. To live 
imaginatively is to draw on all four psychological functions, we try to think as clearly as 
we can about what is happening to us and around us. We feel about it, and by that I don't 
just mean we have emotions such as love and hate or fear, I mean feeling is a rational 
function that which gives us the feel of what is going on. Something which allows us to 
evaluate what is happening inside us and around us through the feeling of it, not just 
thinking about it, the use of intuition, which gives us insight into the meaning of what is 
going on around us in a way which comes to us not through a process of logical 
conceptual development, but as a sudden flash of insight, being alert to that, and 
responsive to it when it comes. And then the world of the senses all the time, keeping our 
senses alert. 


	 So we're watching, listening, using all our senses, to admit as much of the world 
around us into our present awareness as we possibly can. When all four of those 
functions, thinking, feeling, intuition, and sensation, are working together, firing on all four 
cylinders, then we're fully alive, and our interaction with the world around us is going to 
be more creative.


Julian  26:32

And what do you think the benefits of that bring? What Why should we do that more?


Lindsay  26:40

I'm not sure I think of it in a cost benefit analysis sort of way of doing rather, market 
market based way of... I think we should do it more because before we feel more fully 
alive, if we do so. And the people around us feel our presence, our own vitality more. And 
the world we begin to create is one which is charged with greater imaginative energy, it 
just doesn't settle for things as they are, it evaluates and works out what's good about 



them, what's bad about them, and looks for new creative ways to find perspectives on 
this, or which one can act to improve these. 


	 There's that again, I'll give you another quote here, which one this one I really love 
is from James Baldwin, James Baldwin, a black writer whose work has come back into 
focus again, he died quite some time ago, because the Black Lives Matters brought him 
back much more into focus than his work was. And he says, 


"The morality of the world in which we were born, has failed. For a black cat, 
woman or man, the price we had to pay to live at all was to deal with the morality 
which we knew was false. It's difficult to say what a writer, a witness, should do. 
You write in order to change the world, knowing perfectly well, that you probably 
can't. But also knowing that literature is indispensable to the world, the world 
changes according to the way people see it. And if you alter, even by a millimetre, 
the way people look at reality, then you can change it." 


Yeah, this is why I write this is what this is what it's about. But it doesn't only just apply to 
writers, it applies to anybody who's trying to live a creative life through their imagination.


Julian  28:24

And I think that we can look around this and see plenty of examples where the creative 
life is ignored. And we see the downside of it in what's happening around the world. Pain 
and suffering, environmental degradation, etc.


Lindsay  28:42

It's lack of compassionate awareness, people just simply, although they may be aware of 
it, they just refuse to take it deeply seriously into consideration, or what are the 
implications of my refusal to respond to this, they just allow it to happen in pursuit of the 
power and greed, I suppose, motivations of the executive ego, which is where most of the 
world's focus is currently placed. And we have to learn to transcend, that to put the ego 
in service more of the soul, and it's compassionate awareness of the suffering, the grief in 
the world. And also what can be done about that if only we are prepared to extend 
ourselves to do so.


Julian  29:23

I think that's beautifully expressed. And how has this theme expressed itself in your work? 
How is that developed over time and how does it lead you to write about the subjects in 



which you write because you went on from Sunday Whiteman to write Chymical wedding 
which is...


Lindsay  29:43

But that was an attempt to recognise aspects of my own experience more completely, 
and then to create a story around it, which hopefully, would make accessible to the 
readership, imagination, perspectives on their own experience, which may be similar in 
some sort of way, and for them to be motivated by that. So much, this is what I feel is the 
if you like, the moral responsibility of... this is a big issue that that righteous disagree 
about, about whether in fact, one should just be committed to one's art and one's own 
vision. And that's the end of the matter. You do that, as well as you can with as much skill 
and authority as you can. Or whether one should be taking into account what are the 
moral consequences, moral implications of what one is doing, the effect on the reader's 
imagination, and its effect on many readers' imagination, what the likely social and 
political effects of that may be. 


	 And for me, that is a crucial element of authentic artistic work. What terrifies me is 
the amount of very skilful work that he's done with apparently little or no regard for the 
moral consequences of this on the imagination, particularly of young people. So the 
number of films for instance, that are shown where the fundamental premise on which it is 
built, is that the best and quickest solution to problems is killing the people who caused 
them. Violence, you know, that seems to be to have little to offer in the way of moral 
development. As far as the audience is concerned, maybe very entertaining and they are 
exciting, but for that very reason, could also be very dangerous.


Julian  31:17

You've had a an ongoing theme of journeys of transformation in your work. And you 
know, that's definitely expressed in Chymical Wedding and Alice's Masque, and then you 
go on to stories of Odysseus after that. So tell us about this journey about what happens 
and why it's important.


Lindsay  31:37

It is the journey of individuation, it's how does one become a whole person? We tend to 
assume that because we're alive, we're somehow a person. But we're very unaware of 
huge dimensions that are contained inside ourselves, largely in our unconscious rather 
than our conscious lives. And individuation is the process by which, by trying to recognise 
and assimilate more and more of what is going on inside us and around us, we begin to 



develop a more mature sense of what it means to be a fully dimensional human being, to 
become an individual. And so all the stories of transformation that I tried to tell, all the 
stories of transformation, which are built into the structures of myths, are dramatisations 
of that process of individuation; of people becoming more fully human, or if they fail to 
meet the challenges that to life, post them becoming less fully human than they might 
have been. So that's really what it's all about, as far as I'm concerned. That's simple.


Julian  32:38

I mean, I'm looking for the quotes in the compassion project, about how we're changed 
by stories. 	 

	 'The Apache Indian Benton Lewis… 

Lindsay  32:50

That's right, I was going to say this, okay, yeah.


Julian  32:52

…uttered three apparently simple sentences, stories go to work on you like arrows, 
stories make you live write, stories make you replace yourself. If one were to 
translate into ideas, what were for him experiences, they might read something like 
this, firstly, that when one hears or reads a truly good story, it pierces you to the 
heart, it can make you feel pain in both body and mind. It can shake and stun you 
into immediate recognition that something important and penetrating has 
happened to you. Secondly, that a story rightly told has ethical value, because it 
can make you question the implications and even the foundations of the way in 
which you are living your life and perhaps also strive to correct them. And finally, 
that the experience can prove so deeply transformative that when the story has 
ended, the reader or listener is no longer quite the same person that they were 
when the story began. And that change may be radical." 

Lindsay  33:54

It is one of the quotes I was hoping to use during the course of this, and forgot to do so! It 
is by a man called Benton Lewis, who is an Apache Indian who was being interviewed by 
an anthropologist and was asked the question, what is the role of story in your life and 
came up with that utterly magical answer. Those three sentences, stories go through you 
like arrows. Stories make you live right. Stories make you replace yourself. And everyday I 
use those, those quotations when I'm teaching students of creative writing, and every 



time I say them aloud to the group, I feel the hairs at the back of my neck quiver a little 
bit, just how absolutely spot on to the reality of what storytelling is all about, as the 
process by which we shape our lives and become more complete with ourselves.


Julian  34:41

 You also talk about the transformative power of love and compassion and the impact of 
its absence as being a I guess that's a bit I'm trying to get as a major theme that is 
apparent in your literature. It's how love and compassion transform. You know,


Lindsay  34:59

There's a great story, which I used as one element in my novel The Water Theatre, of a 
Franciscan priest monk called Maximilian Kolbe, who was arrested by the Gestapo during 
the war because of his journalistic work, which was clearly anti fascist, and he was sent 
to Auschwitz. And while he was there undergoing the terrible ordeals of the labor 
campaign into which he had been consigned, someone escaped, and the rule was that if 
one person escaped, then 10 people had to pay for it. And so all the prisoners were lined 
up together. And the Galilei to the officer, whoever he was arbitrarily selected 10 people to 
be sent into a starvation bunker. And while he was selecting, he picked one man, and that 
man just immediately cried, oh, my poor wife, my family, how will they, he was just 
completely sobbing, broken. 


	 And Maximilian Kolbe, who was standing behind him in the lines, and hadn't been 
picked, just stepped forward and said, I will go in your place. And the officer didn't care. 
All he had, all he had was the numbers, he just, as long as the numbers were filled, he 
didn't care who the individuals were, who were chosen. And so Maximilian Kolbe was 
packed off into the starvation bunker with the others. And he was, in fact, the last to die, 
they actually had to give an injection to kill him at the end of the whole thing, because he 
was just he was sort of carrying on and it was a nuisance to them. 


	 Maximilian Kolbe, the one sentence which he uttered, which has survived, in his 
writings, and which is absolutely crucial, is only love creates. And I think that is such a 
powerful a true sentence, whether if it's a work of literature, a work of art, or work of 
music, what's really creating it is the artists love for what they're doing. It's love, which is 
the creative force, love, which is fundamentally whether it's recognised or not, the 
impulse which gives it vitality. And I think your love, in his form of compassion is exactly 
what Kolbe was illuminating at that point where he was prepared to take compassion to 
its extreme by surrendering his own life in place of another man who was concerned for 
his family.




Julian  37:19

And that so clearly contrasts the presence of compassion and the absence of it. And that 
absolutely demonstrates the need for more of it in this world, because I think it would be 
fair to say that the pain and suffering and the harshness and the degradation of the 
environment all relate to the lack of compassion. And absolutely, that devoting your 
working life to finding ways of increasing that on an individual level through people 
reading stories, is definitely a noble venture, and absolutely a response to the ethical 
imperative of the imagination, the moral aspect of it, and I guess you do it in a poetic way 
as well.


Lindsay  38:11

I try. I mean, yeah, I'm educating myself as I do it as well, in order to, to write a novel, one 
has to be able to identify with all the characters of that novel, whether one sympathetic to 
them or not, one somehow has to love them into being so that they actually manifest 
themselves, whether as noble characters, or as rather disreputable ones. So for me, 
writing is itself a, an act of compassion. 


	 Reading is an act of compassion. Readers themselves, when they're reading a 
novel, are finding that their own feeling of compassion are being activated to the degree 
to which they engage with the lives experience, troubles and joys of the people that they 
are reading about. And so it is education, in compassion to read a good novel, thoroughly, 
and well. And so yeah, I feel it's perhaps not the most immediately politically, socially 
active way of trying to make compassion an active force in the world. But it has a quiet 
force of its own, which cultivates the sensibilities of many people as they read the book, 
which they engage with. Cinema works exactly the same way and perhaps in some ways, 
more immediately, a more powerful way for most people in what is a very visual age. 


Julian  39:24

Which takes us nicely into that these things are obviously clearly a theme in your own 
work. And how much do you think they're a theme in the variety of different creative arts 
and other literature, film, painting, etc, etc.


Lindsay  39:41

It depends on the artist, whether it's present or not in the artists own sensibility, I think, for 
my money, the great works of literature, the great works of music, the great works of 



drama, are all drawing on this deep source of the capacity for compassion in the human 
imagination. The artists are activating it in themselves and eliciting it in those who are 
responding to the work. 


	 So it's crucial, every great book, every great story, whether it's the story of the 
Grail, of Parzival I was told by the medieval poet, Wollfram von Eschenbach, a young man 
who has got caught up with his ambition to be a great night, it just got caught up in the 
conflict, some violence of the world, his ego is swelling, with every victory that he has, 
until finally he comes up into major collisions with life, which leave him wandering across 
the wasteland looking for meaning. And he only finds the way of finding the Grail, and 
finding the capacity of transforming the wasteland when in the presence of the wounded 
Fisher King. He asks him, what ails thee uncle? What is the matter? Out of sheer 
compassion. And at that point, everything begins to transform. 

And what that question, what he means is, what's wrong with us? Why are we behaving 
this way? Why are we not doing things better than this? When ask that question, then the 
door is open to the possibility of truly compassionate action, which is transformative. So 
that's the Grail myth, you know, which does that pose. 


	 George Eliot, in a wonderful novel, like Middlemarch doesn't have to have a 
magical terrain, she's dealing with an ordinary middle in this town, in which a young, 
intelligent, sensitive woman gradually becomes involved in the lives of many ordinary 
people in that town, in their own life and work their own trials and tribulations in ways 
which leaves the reader aware of the complexity and subtlety and sensitivity of people's 
lives. Because it's been handled in language draws us into identification with all of that 
makes the heart move, as well as the head move. all great works do this. 


	 In film, take a series like the Godfather trilogy, you know, which is dealing with all 
the nastiness and crime of the mafia. But in such a way that one begins to identify with 
and sympathise with the young, noble young man who comes out of the forces to go 
back to America and suddenly finds he's back in his own criminal based family, and is 
trying very hard to detach himself from it, needs to live a different life, but inevitably gets 
sucked back into all the complexity of it all. And the audience to those films are meant to 
feel as they watch the film, all the tragedy, all the contradictions, all the pain that he 
personally is going through, and which he is inflicting on others as he tries to work his 
way through all these things, only to end up as a kind of empty shell because he just 
cannot get out of it. There's so many ways of approaching the problem of compassion 
through art. 


	 There's a wonderful novel by Stefan Zweig called Beware of Pity, which tells of a 
young cavalry officer you know, all his grandeur, beauty, nobilities, uniform, a dazzling 



person who goes to a dance, dances with all the girls in the ballroom, and they notice is 
one particularly beautiful young woman who hasn't dance. And so he think she's been left 
out, so I'll give her the honour of coming to dance with me. And goes to the dance floor, 
only to discover that she's a cripple, and she can't dance. And everybody's kind of 
horrified because everyone else in the room knew what her condition was. And he's so 
filled with shame, that the next day he goes back and apologises profusely for all of this, 
and how do I kind of drive to prove that he's not the insensitive group that he might have 
been taken for? He deploys all this skill to sort of reassure her and be compassionate with 
him. And of course, she falls in love with him. 


	 And then the whole tragedy unfolds, where suddenly he's responsible for this 
person, that he's cultivated this when the whole story becomes an agonising story to read 
about someone believing he's motivated by pity has, in fact, been acting out of a kind of 
egoic sentimentality in ways which have a destructive effect on the life of the young 
woman he was dealing with. 


	 Albert Camus’ novel, The Outsider, a novel entirely about a man who has no 
capacity for compassion whatsoever, just no awareness of anybody else's reality of the 
world is living, a kind of totally egoic based, indifferent, rejoicing in his own sensuality, and 
that's about the whole of it. Read that novel, you suddenly become aware of just what life 
is like if compassion is evacuated from it, many, many different ways of getting into the 
theme, all of which activates human imagination in different ways, which need to be 
explored.


Julian  44:17

And we see that played out in today's world in these major political figures where the 
absence of compassion is that you can see the absolutely horrific impacts of it, where 
people become overwhelmed with their ego, at the cost of so many millions of others, 
and not just now but into the future. Which kind of comes back to the importance of 
making this an active principle in everyone's life. And I know that these themes have 
expressed themselves in your educational works, because you've been a writer but 
you've been an educator in a variety of different ways and some pretty difficult 
circumstances do you want to tell us about how that's unfolded in education? And how is 
that different from mainstream education that we see in schools?


Lindsay  45:11

Gosh, well, before I seriously took to writing, for a number of years, I worked with an 
American Quaker college, which was entirely based in experiential learning, and worked 



towards nonviolent social change, and was setting up projects with young American 
students who were committed to a self defined, with assistance from their faculty advisor 
program, which was geared towards the values of the college. So working with students 
who back in the 1970s were concerned with issues such as ecology, which is a word that 
very few of us knew what it actually meant back in 1970. There they were already 
exploring it, because they had read Rachel Carson's book, Silent Spring. 


	 They were working in alternative forms of education, alternative forms of 
psychotherapy, in alternative ways of using the legal system to help black kids who were 
being picked up under under the sus-laws in London, an extraordinary range, I can't even 
list them all now. But an amazing range of projects that they were engaged with, and it 
was my job to help them find people who were working in the field that they were 
interested in, to place them with them as interns, so to speak. And then to help them 
organise what they had learned, how they have changed in written form, as the journal we 
see they would write each semester about the work that they were doing, as the means 
by which their progress could be evaluated. 


	 It was that for me, that really turned me on to what active engagement with the 
issues of the world is all about. And I finally left that college at the point where I realised I 
was helping other people to do what they wanted to do with their lives and evading the 
central challenge of my own life, which was to pick up my desire to write and write 
imaginatively about the seas, which has been with me for years, but suppressed beyond 
that work was involved with the Pushkin Trust in Northern Ireland, which was using 
creative writing as a way of bringing together the children of the two divided communities, 
which, at the time, when I joined the project, Northern Ireland was still in the most awful 
state of warfare. 


	 And the whole meaning of the value of this enterprise was to get the kids to begin 
to tell themselves stories of a different kind than the kind which would be leaving the 
streets of Ulster running with blood for 300 years, and had the most extraordinary effect, 
not just on the children, but on the parents of the children, as they saw their own kids 
growing up to a better, more communal sense of life that they themselves had access to. 
Not all of them, of course, but when it really worked, it had that effect. And I just felt really 
privileged to have been involved in helping to develop that program and to participate in 
it. In many respects it's the most satisfying work that I feel that I've done beyond my own 
work as a novelist.  




Julian  48:07

It's, you know, great to hear that the inspiration that you've drawn from imagination plays 
out in the way that you've thought differently about education. And, and I think the 
Pushkin Trust work is the perfect example of the power of transformation of love and 
compassion, through the use of stories through the use of the creative imagination. And 
the impact of that is enduring because it's in the hearts and minds of the children who 
grew up in that period. And, and the transformation that has subsequently taken place is 
embedded there in the culture, it's so precious and valuable. It's such a great physical 
expression of that compassion. And what's next for you? You know, you're 81 years 
young. And hopefully, plenty of life left, you did something remarkable in that you took my 
somewhat hackneyed prose and turned it into something beautiful and poetic in The 
Compassion Project. But that's a distant memory now, and what are you up to?


Lindsay  49:11

Currently, I'm currently working with my decelerating wits on a novel, which has haunted 
me from many years ago, which is proving rather difficult to write, which I hope to finish 
before I enter the great transformation, and with not a great deal of hope that it will find a 
publisher because it is so far outside the present priorities and concerns of the 
mainstream intellectual culture this life, but I have to do it. And so I'm struggling away to 
do it. But the fundamental theme is the reemergence of the feminine principle as a 
powerful, active, transformative force in human life and the deep necessity for that in a 
world which has been governed for far too long by the priorities of a patriarchal culture. 
And this is not simply to do with a difference between men and women of gender issues, 
which are of course themselves, very important, but it's to do with the rebalancing of life 
between the masculine and feminine principles, because it's been out of balance for far 
too long. And this novel that I'm trying to tell it's a retelling of an ancient legend, the 
subversion of an ancient legend, to different contemporary purposes. And if it works, it 
will be a contribution to what I consider to be a very important element in the evolution of 
consciousness to date.


Julian  50:23

I mean, I it's interesting to look around about what's happened in the pandemic and see 
that some of the most successful countries have been led by females, and some of the 
worst, have been led by males. What's extraordinary about the pandemic is that it's 
possible to have some kind of comparison simply on infection rates and death rates. And 
it shows dramatically the difference and the need for rebalancing. So I definitely look 
forward to reading that. So we asked two questions of our guests, so that we can hear 



the wide variety of different stories that come out of it. And the first question is, can you 
tell me about a moment when the smallest thing made the biggest difference?


Lindsay  51:15

You told me you were going to ask about this, and I've been thinking it over. And there are 
so many occasions, which one could have done. But there are two in particular, which 
struck me and I thought I would talk about one of which is when I was in the days when I 
was trying to become a writer I was a poet and I was attending this poetry workshop. And 
I was proudly reading a somewhat knock-kneed poem that I put together, it was I 
thought, was really quite a good job. 


	 A beautiful woman who was in this room, long black hair sort of hanging down 
almost to her knees, listened very attentively to this, was very sweet in a response to it, 
and then finally ended up by saying, I don't think you were poet, but you may be a 
storyteller. And I hated her at that moment, because I wanted to be a poet. But I 
subsequently realised that there may be a good deal of truth about it. We ended up being 
married, and she was Phoebe, my late wife, who was the principal companion and 
inspiration for a lot of the writing that I did. But that was a very small moment, where her 
intention where it was entirely compassionate all though I didn't receive it quite that way 
at the time. 


	 But it had a major transformative effect, on my own sense of myself as a writer, 
and the other was at a point when I've gone through this particular breakdown that I went 
through in 1970, where I'd given up my job, I'd lost my marriage, I was in a complete 
state of hopelessness, you know, what the hell was I going to do? I didn't even clearly 
have any place to live. And at that point, a man who had come to live in the area, taken 
the cottage there, whom I knew slightly, but not very well, met me and heard my sad story 
and said, Well, why don't you come and stay in my cottage for a while until you get this all 
sorted out? I couldn't believe my luck, and went of course, Yes, I will. 


	 And this man was became one of my greatest friends, Richard Lannoy, who is a 
writer, painter, expert on India, and Indian culture, wrote the book The Speaking Tree, 
which is still one of the standard texts about the complexity of Indian culture. And he also 
became my colleague in this American college, which I spoke about earlier, which he had 
come from Africa, where he'd been prior to that to take part of the invention of the 
European Center of this college. And because we got on well, and because of my own 
cross cultural experience, cross cultural experience, being a large part of the ethic of that 
college, he suggested that I might become part of this too. So that movement, again, 
completely give me a new foundation for my life as an educator. So those two things,




Julian  53:44

And what is your favourite public moment of compassion?


Lindsay  53:48

That one is harder for me. In a sense, I think I think I've answered that question already. 
It's the story of Maximilian Kolbe. Yes, the idea of a man who's prepared just to surrender 
his own life for someone else who is in total despair, and doing so out of his own 
fundamental belief that only love creates. And for me, that is a key moment in the public 
action of compassion, which is not well enough, knowing the whole story simply isn't 
really enough to know. And so I will reiterate it there again, as my answer to that, your 
second question. 


Julian  54:19

Well, thank you, and it's always lovely to talk to you, Lin. And thank you so much for 
taking the time and overcoming the technical difficulties. We managed to get there in the 
end.


Lindsay  54:31

I'm also dying of thirst. So dry, haven't talked so long without drinking anything.


Julian  54:38

Well, thank you. That is absolutely great. That's fabulous.


Outro  1:06:26
Thank you for listening to Survival of the Kindest. To join in the conversation, email us on 
compassion.pod@gmail.com or follow us on Twitter and Instagram at sotk_pod. Please 
join us next week for another compassionate chat.

END OF TRANSCRIPT 
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